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It has been known for some time that a nonlinear reaction-diffusion model, with
Dirichlet boundary conditions, is uniquely solvable if the reaction term satisfies an
appropriate Lipschitz condition. However, as recently shown for an absorption
model, such a condition is not necessary. We establish a uniqueness result which,
in the case of reaction and diffusion governed by power laws, is in fact both
necessary and sufficient for the unique solvability of the model. The improvement
that is needed on the above-mentioned Lipschitz condition occurs in the so-called
fast diffusion model. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this investigation is to obtain conditions that guarantee
unique solvability of the nonlinear reaction-diffusion model,
u s Df x , t , u q f x , t , u on V .  .t T
u s c on ­ V RD .  .T
 4u s u on V = 0 ,0
and to study the extent to which these are necessary. Here, V ; R N is a
2  .bounded domain with C boundary, V ' V = 0, T , and c G 0, u G 0,T 0
` . ` ..  .with u g L V , c g L 0, T . We shall assume f ?, ? , 0 s 0 and, hence,0
consider only nonnegative solutions of the model. The parabolicity condi-
tion, f ) 0 for u ) 0, and smoothness conditions required of f and fu
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are exactly those that are sufficient for the construction of a local weak
solution. In the case of power laws, f s um, f s au p, these allow all
positive powers m, p ) 0.
 .If f is assumed to be locally Lipschitz continuous in u, then the
 . wuniqueness of solutions of RD has appeared in many articles, e.g., 1]4,
x7 . In the case of an ``absorption law,'' i.e., a F 0, it has been shown that
w xLipschitz continuity is no longer necessary 8 . Moreover, as will be
established, the Lipschitz condition on f is not necessary, even in the
 .reactive case, a ) 0. Toward developing a uniqueness result for RD that
is both necessary and sufficient in the instance of power laws, we propose
the following modified Lipschitz condition on f : There exist positive
constants C , D such thatM M
f x , t , u y f x , t , ¨ .  .
w xF C f x , t , u y f x , t , ¨ q D u y ¨ ML .  .  .M M
for every 0 F ¨ F u F M.
 .We show that ML is sufficient for the uniqueness of all nonnegative
 .solutions of RD provided C F l for some M ) 0, and l is theM 0 0
smallest Dirichlet eigenvalue for V. Such a condition is satisfied by the
 4 power laws if a F 0 or p G min m, 1 and a F l in the situation p s m0
.- 1 . The remaining cases of a, m, p are contained in two nonuniqueness
 .results for RD , in which we prove that the trivial solution is not unique.
 .Thus, ML with C F l is both necessary and sufficient for the uniqueM 0
 .solvability of the power law version of RD . This is our main result. It can
 .be seen that ML differs significantly from the standard Lipschitz condi-
tion in a model of ``fast'' diffusion, e.g., 0 - m - 1.
 .In the next section we give a precise definition of a weak local solution
 .of RD and state our main results on uniqueness and nonuniqueness for
such solutions. A maximal weak solution is then constructed via monotone
limits of solutions to suitably ``regularized'' models. Although the construc-
 w x.tion of such a solution is not new e.g., see 1, 2, 6 , it is key to the
 .development of uniqueness and nonuniqueness for RD .
 .Having constructed the maximal solution, U ' U x, t; c , u , we have0
 .u F U for any other solution, u s u x, t; c , u . In Section 3, we prove the0
 .unique solvability of RD by establishing that the reverse inequality is also
true. A benefit of the monotone construction of U is that once solutions of
 .RD are known to be unique, solution and subsolution comparison
principles follow immediately. As our method makes use of the key fact
U G u, this work does not appear to allow development of a general
supersolution comparison result.
In Section 4, we utilize the construction of U and show that, under
suitable conditions, a subsolution argument can be fashioned that yields
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 .U ?, ? ; 0, 0 k 0. Thus, the trivial solution is not unique. Whether or not
solutions are unique if u k 0, c ' 0 is yet an open problem. On the other0
 .hand, we give instances in which RD is not uniquely solvable for trivial
initial and Dirichlet data, has a nontrivial equilibrium state, w, and, yet,
 .  .u ?, ? ; 0, w s w for any solution, u, of RD . That is, we have the unique-
ness of solutions if c ' 0 and u ' w.0
In the final section, we present a possible generalization of this work to
a reaction-diffusion model with convection. However, in the presence of
convection, a complete study of necessary and sufficient conditions for the
unique solvability of the model is left for a future study.
 .2. MAXIMAL SOLUTION OF RD AND STATEMENT OF
THE MAIN RESULTS
 .To construct a maximal solution of RD , assume
 .i f , f, D f, and the components of = f are all continuous onx x
V = R.T
 .  4ii The partial derivatives f , f are continuous on V = R R 0 .u u T
 .iii f ) 0 for u ) 0.u
 .  .  .iv f x, t, 0 s f x, t, 0 s 0.
Here, D and = are used to denote the Laplacian and gradientx x
operators, respectively, each taken with respect to the x variables only.
Continuity in x and t can actually be replaced with a weaker condition,
` w x .such as inclusion in L , and the construction used herein is still valid 1 .
We also assume that V is a bounded domain in R N with C 2 boundary,
i.e., ­ V is locally representable by twice continuously differentiable func-
tions. The outward pointing unit normal to ­ V is denoted by n.
As the differential equation is potentially of degenerate parabolic type,
 .we do not expect classical solutions of RD in general. The notion of a
 . w xweak local solution adopted here is the same as in previous work 1 . To
state the definition, let the class of nonnegative test functions be defined
as
< < 2 <T ' j : j , Dj , =j g L V , j G 0, and j s 0 . . 4­ V .t T T
 . DEFINITION 2.1. A function u x, t is called a subsolution supersolu-
.  .tion of RD on V if the following all hold:T
 . ` .i u g L V .T
 .  .  4ii u F G u on V = 0 .0
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 .  .  .iii u F G c on ­ V .T
 . w xiv For every t g 0, T and every j g T,
u x , t j x , t dx F G u x j x , 0 dx .  .  .  .  .H H 0
V V
t
y f x , s, c s =j ? n dS ds . .H H x
0 ­ V
t
q uj q f x , s, u Dj q f x , s, u j dx ds. 4 .  .H H s
0 V
 .  .  .A function u x, t is called a local solution of RD if it is both a
 .subsolution and a supersolution of RD on V for some T ) 0.T
To construct such a solution, define
w xm k ' min min D f q f , 0 .  5x
w xV = 0, 2 kT
and let u denote the solution ofk
u s Df x , t , u q f x , t , u y m k on V .  .  .t T
u s c q k on ­ V RD .  .T k
 4u s u q k on V = 0 .0
T ) 0 may be chosen sufficiently small in such a way that there exists a
 . 5 5solution of RD on V for every 0 - k F 1, and u is bounded`k T k
independently of k. Furthermore, k F u F u for 0 - k F l, and a subso-k l
 . w xlutionrsupersolution comparison theory holds for RD 1 .k
As u is monotone in k, we may define U ' lim q u , and it is easyk k ª 0 k
 .  .to see that U is a solution of RD . Furthermore, if u is a solution of RD
 .  4such that u s U on ­ V and on V = 0 , thenT
u y u j x , t dx .  .H k
V
t
s u y u j q f x , s, u y f x , s, u Dj dx ds 4 .  .  .H H k s k
0 V
t
q f x , s, u y f x , s, u j q m k j dx ds 4 .  .  .H H k
0 V
t
y f x , s, c y f x , s, c q k =j ? n dS ds .  .H H x
0 ­ V
y k j x , 0 dx. .H
V
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With F and F defined so thatk k
u y u F s f x , s, u y f x , s, u .  .  .k k k
and
u y u F s f x , s, u y f x , s, u , .  .  .k k k
we have
t  4u y u j x , t dx F u y u j q F Dj q F j dx ds. .  .  .H H Hk k s k k
V 0 V
 .  .Note here the use of yDj ? n G 0 on ­ V and ym k G 0 to derive thisT
 .inequality. The choice of j according to j G 0, j s 0 on ­ V , andT
j q F Dj q F j s 0 now yields u F u . If necessary, F and F may bes k k k k k
smoothed out appropriately to obtain j , and passage to the limit as the
w x .smoothings are removed may be justified 1, 2 .
 .If u is a subsolution of RD , the above argument shows that u F u isk
 4  .generally true if the inequality holds on V = 0 j ­ V . Thus, U is theT
 .maximal solution of RD , and this solution satisfies a subsolution compar-
ison theory.
 .To establish uniqueness for solutions of RD , it only remains to prove
that the reverse inequality is also true. Our result in this direction is the
following.
 .THEOREM 2.1. If ML is satisfied and C F l for some M ) 0, whereM 0
 .l ) 0 is the smallest Dirichlet eigen¨alue for V, then the nonnegati¨ e0
 .solution of RD is unique. Furthermore, if c G c G 0, u G ¨ G 0,1 2 0 0
 .  .  .u s u x, t; c , u is a solution of RD , and ¨ s ¨ x, t; c , ¨ is a subsolu-1 0 2 0
 .tion of RD , then u G ¨ .
 .Toward an investigation of multiple solutions for RD , we introduce the
following rather elaborate condition, which may be applied to the power
  .laws. Here the label NU is used to denote a sufficient condition for
.``nonuniqueness.''
i There exists F t , k such that f x , t , k¨ G ¨F t , k .  .  .  .M M
for x g V , t g 0, T , 0 - ¨ F M , k G 0. .
ii There exists g t such that g 0 s 0 with .  .  .
NU .
0 - g 9 t F F t , g t for t g 0, T . .  .  . .M
iii There exists h t such that h 0 s 0, h9 t ) 0 .  .  .  .
for t g 0, T , .
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f x , ? , ¨g ? . .
`max g L 0, T , and . .
h9 ? g ? .  .xgV
f x , t , ¨g t . .u
lim inf min ) 0 for 0 - ¨ F M .
q h9 t .tª0 xgV
 .THEOREM 2.2. If NU is satisfied, then the maximal solution, U, of
 .RD with c ' 0, u ' 0 has U k 0.0
The two theorems above settle the question of unique solvability for
 .RD in all cases of power laws except p s m - 1, a ) l . Nonuniqueness0
of the trivial solution if p s m - 1, a ) l can be concluded from the0
 .following result, which employs a variation of NU .
 .  .  .THEOREM 2.3. Assume that i and ii of NU are satisfied. If there
 .  .   .  ..exists w x satisfying 0 F w x F M, w k 0, Df x, t, w x g t q
  .  ..  . w .u f x, t, w x g t G 0 on V , and w s 0 on ­ V for some u g 0, 1 ,T T
 .  .   ..  .and if g 9 t F 1 y u F t, g t , then the maximal solution, U, of RDM
with c ' 0, u ' 0 has U k 0.0
Although these nonuniqueness results apply easily to the power law
cases, application to other instances of f and f may be somewhat limited.
The conditions imposed are essentially just what is needed to construct a
 .   ..  .  .  .subsolution of the form g t ¨ x, h t or g t w x , with g 0 s 0 and
¨ , w k 0. Such a subsolution allows the conclusion U k 0 for the maximal
 .solution of RD having c ' 0, u ' 0.0
3. PROOF OF THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM
 .Let u denote a solution of RD , and let u denote the solution ofk
 .RD with the same initial and Dirichlet boundary data. Reversing thek
integral formulation used to prove u F u in the previous section, wek
consider
u y u j x , t dx .  .H k
V
t
F u y u j q f x , s, u y f x , s, u Dj dx ds 4 .  .  .H H k s k
0 V
t
q f x , s, u y f x , s, u j y m k j dx ds 4 .  .  .H H k
0 V
t
y f x , s, c q k y f x , s, c =j ? n dS ds .  .H H x
0 ­ V
q k j x , 0 dx. .H
V
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 .  .Choosing j x, t ' j x so that Dj q l j s 0 on V, j s 0 on ­ V, and0
j G 0, we have
u y u j x , t dx .  .H k
V
t kF D q C u y u y m k j dx ds .  . .H H M k
0 V
t
y f x , s, c q k y f x , s, c =j ? n dS ds .  .H H x
0 V
q k j x dx , .H
V
k <  . <  . 5 5where C G f x, t, u for x, t g V and M F u F u . Note here`u T k
that the ordering u F u has been employed to ensurek
f x , t , u y f x , t , u F C f x , t , u y f x , t , u .  .  .  .k M k
q D q C k u y u , . .M k
even if u , u F M is not satisfied. Letting k ª 0q, there followsk
t1U y u x , t j x dx F C q C U y u x , s j x dx ds, .  .  .  .  .  . .H H HM
V 0 V
and hence
U y u x , t j x dx F 0. .  .  .H
V
Therefore, U y u F 0, and the proof of u ' U is complete.
4. PROOF OF THE NONUNIQUENESS THEOREM
 .  .As previously shown, if u ' u x, t; c , u is a subsolution of RD and0
 .  .U ' U x, t; c , u is the maximal solution of RD , then u F U. This also0
 .follows immediately from the fact that u is a subsolution of RD , andk
 .subsolutionrsupersolution comparison is known to be true for RD whenk
w xk ) 0 1 . Hence, u F u for each k ) 0, which implies u F U. Subsolu-k
tion comparison for the maximal solution, which is true even in the
 .absence of a uniqueness result for RD , is the key to our proof of
nonuniqueness when c ' 0, u ' 0.0
 .  .Formally, a ``classical'' subsolution of RD , u x, t , may be found by
solving the inequality
u y Df x , t , u y f x , t , u F 0, .  .t
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 .  4subject to u s 0 on ­ V and V = 0 . To construct such a function, weT
set
u x , t ' g t ¨ x , h t , .  .  . .
 .  .  .where g t , h t are as introduced in NU . With
f x , hy1 t , g ( hy1 t ¨ .  . .Äf x , t , ¨ ' , . y1 y1h9( h t g ( h t .  .
 .choose ¨ x, t as the solution of
Ä¨ s Df x , t , ¨ on V .t T
¨ s 0 on ­ V S .  .T
 4¨ k 0, 0 F ¨ - M on V = 0 .
 . .The assumption NU iii may now be seen as providing a sufficient
 .  . w xcondition for problem S to have a local weak solution 1 . Although
 .¨ x, t so constructed is only a weak solution, the integral formulation
quickly yields that u is a subsolution in the weak sense. Moreover, since
¨ k 0, the inequality u F U establishes U k 0. Hence, the trivial solution
 .of RD is not unique.
There remains only to establish a nonuniqueness result that is applica-
ble to p s m - 1, a ) l . Theorem 2.3 is designed for the purpose of0
handling this exceptional case, and its proof is simply a matter of verifying
 .  .  .  .that u x, t ' w x g t is a classical subsolution of RD . We only need
observe that
u y Df x , t , u y f x , t , u .  .t
s g 9 t w x y Df x , t , w x g t y f x , t , w x g t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
F w x g 9 t y 1 y u F t , g t .  .  .  . .M
y Df x , t , w x g t q u f x , t , w x g t .  .  .  . .  .
F 0.
In the case of power laws with p s m - 1, a ) l , the assumptions of0
  ..m   .. pTheorem 2.3 are satisfied with u s l ra and D w x q l w x s 00 0
on V, w s 0 on ­ V.
 .Although the question of uniqueness for RD in the case u k 0 is still0
left open, it is possible to show the existence of a nontrivial stationary state
 .  .for the time-independent laws f ' f x, u , f ' f x, u , c ' 0. Specifi-
 . cally, under the conditions NU or the alternative conditions in Theorem
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.  .2.3 , and f ?, u monotone increasing for u ) 0, there exists a nontrivial
 .stationary state, w x , of
u s Df x , u q f x , u on V .  .t T
$
u s 0 on ­ V RD .  .T
 4u s u on V = 0 .0
$
 .Moreover, if U is the maximal solution of RD with U s w for t s 0, then$
 .U ' w. This allows the conclusion w k 0, and the solution of RD with
 .initial state w x can be shown to be unique.
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Assume NU is satisfied and f x, u is monotone increas-
 . y1 .  .   ..ing in u G 0. Let F x, ? ' f x, ? and F x, u ' f x, F x, u . If
rw  . xlim sup max F x, u ru - ` for some 0 F r - 1, then there exists auª` x g V $
 .  .  .nontri¨ ial stationary solution, w x , of RD , and U ?, t; 0, w ' w. If , addi-
 .tionally, F x, u ru is monotone decreasing in u for each x g V, then
 .u ?, t; 0, w ' w.
 .  .Proof. We begin by constructing w x . To this end, define ¨ x ' l,1
 .  .and ¨ x is the solution of D¨ q F x, ¨ s 0 in V, ¨ s l on ­ V forn n ny1 n
n s 2, 3, . . . . By standard monotonicity arguments, l s ¨ F ¨ F ??? F1 2
¨ F ¨ F C. The existence of an upper bound C is guaranteed, sinceny1 n
r .max F x, u F K q K u for u G 0 and constants K , K G 0. Hence,x g V 1 2 1 2
l .  . l .¨ x ' lim ¨ x exists, and, moreover, ¨ x is a solution of D¨ qnª` n
 . lF x, ¨ s 0 in V, ¨ s l on ­ V. Now, since ¨ is monotone decreasing in l,$
l .   ..  .qw x ' F x, ¨ x , where ¨ ' lim ¨ , is a stationary solution of RD .l ª 0
 .  .Since f x, u G 0, we have m l s 0 for each l ) 0. It follows that$
l l .   ..  .w x ' F x, ¨ x is a supersolution of RD , the time-independentk
 .  .version of RD with c ' 0, for every 0 - k F min F x, l . Further-k x g V
 4more, we may invoke the maximum principle on the sequence ¨ ton
l k  . l . k .conclude ¨ G ¨ q l y k for 0 - k F l. Hence, w x s w x q Fu
l k l k Ã Ã .  .  ..  .  .x, ? ¨ x y ¨ x , which implies w x G w x q k, provided k F
 .  .l y k min F x, u .x g V , k F uF C u $ Ã .  .  .Therefore, if u is the solution of RD with u x, 0 s w x q k, thenÃ Ãk kk $
l qÃ  .w F u F w . Letting k ª 0 , we obtain the maximal solution of RD ,Ãk
 . l qU ' U ?, ? ; 0, w , and w F U F w . As l ª 0 , we now have U ' w. Since$
 .the trivial solution of RD has been shown to be nonunique, it must
 .follow that w k 0. Furthermore, if u s u ?, ? ; 0, w is any other solution of$
 .  .RD , then u F w. Utilizing the weak formulation, with u ' f ?, u andÃ
 .  . test function j x, t ' ¨ x ¨ is the equilibrium solution constructed
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.above , we have
t
¨ x u x , t y w x dx s yuF x , ¨ q ¨F x , u dx ds G 0. .  .  .  .  .Ã ÃH H H
V 0 V
 .  .Therefore, u x, t y w x s 0, i.e., u ' w.
5. EXTENSION TO A
REACTION-DIFFUSION-CONVECTION
MODEL
In this final section, we give a possible extension of the uniqueness
theorem to a reaction-diffusion model with convection:
u s Df x , t , u q = ? G x , t , u q f x , t , u on V .  .  .t T
u s c on ­ V RDC .  .T
 4u s u on V = 0 .0
Our work here is intended only to exhibit a result that is provable by the
methods used herein, and we do not obtain necessary and sufficient
 .conditions in the same sense as for RD .
THEOREM 5.1. Assume for each M ) 0 that there exists K ) 0 suchM
that
G x , t , u y G x , t , ¨ F K f x , t , u y f x , t , ¨ .  .  .  .M
 .  .for all 0 F ¨ F u F M, x, t g V . Furthermore, assume that ML isT
 .satisfied. If there exists a nonnegati¨ e function j s j x with j s 0 on ­ V
and
< <Dj q K =j q C j F 0 in V ,M M
 .then the solution of RDC is unique.
Of course, this theorem provides a sufficient condition for uniqueness
that hinges on the existence of a solution of a differential inequality. It
may be difficult, in general, to verify that such a function j is con-
 .structible. However, given the existence of j , a maximal solution of RDC
w xis established 1 and the proof of uniqueness follows our previous work
exactly.
To address the existence of j , we show that such a function may be
constructed if V is a ball of radius R, B , or if V is an interval in oneR
 .  < <.dimension. In the case that V s B , we seek j x s j x . Thus, withR
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< <r ' x , j must satisfy
N y 1
< <j q j q K j q C j F 0.r r r M r Mr
 .2  .  .  < < .If C F pr2 R and K F N y 1 rR, then j x ' cos p x r2 R canM M
be easily verified as a suitable choice for j .
Unfortunately, the above construction requires K s 0 if N s 1 oneM
.  .dimension . To remedy the situation, we again consider V s yR, R but
 .  < <.now seek j x ' j x , where
K x r2Mj x s e sin b R y x , .  .
w x  .  .for x g 0, R . If b g 0, pr2 R is chosen so that b cot bR s K r2,M
which can be done provided K r2 - 1rR, and if C F K 2 r4 q b 2, thenM M M
< <  .  .we claim that j 0 q K j 9 q C j F 0, j ) 0 on V, j yR s j R s 0.M M
As j s 0 on ­ V is immediate from the definition of j , we need only
w xverify the differential inequality. Observe that on 0, R ,
KMK x r2Mj 9 x s e sin b R y x y b cos b R y x .  .  .
2
KMK x r2Ms e sin bR y b cos bR cos b x 2
KMy cos bR q b sin bR sin b x 52
sin bR K 2M 2 K x r2Ms y q b e sin b x , /b 4
 x  . w xso j 9 - 0 on 0, R with j 9 0 s 0. Thus, on 0, R ,
< <j 0 q K j 9 q C jM M
K 2M 2F j 0 y K j 9 q q b jM  /4
2sin bR K yKM M2 K x r2Ms y q b e sin b x q b cos b x /b 4 2
K 2M 2 K x r2M w xq q b e sin bR cos b x y cos bR sin b x /4
s 0.
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 .  . w x w xSince j x s j yx for x g yR, 0 , it now follows that j 9 G 0 on yR, 0 ,
and the differential inequality is satisfied on all of V.
 .We have thus established that the solutions of RDC are unique if CM
and K can be made sufficiently small for some M ) 0. As in theM
 .corresponding result for RD , the smallness requirement of C places noM
5 5 5 5restriction on u , c . However, in general, the condition on K will` `0 M
5 5 5 5mean that we have uniqueness and comparison of solutions if u , c` `0
 n1 n2 nN:- M. In the case of power laws, i.e., with G ' u , u , . . . , u , an
 .  .appropriate rescaling ¨ x, t ' ku x, ct removes any condition on the size
5 5 5 5of u , c .` `0
 .Therefore, for the power law version of RDC , we have established the
uniqueness and comparison of nonnegative solutions provided p G
 4  .min m, 1 or a - 0 , n ) m, and V s B . In one dimension, Gilding hasi R
 . w xestablished uniqueness for the nonreactive model a s 0 if n ) 0 5 .1
 .This result has been extended to RDC with a ) 0 only in the case where
w xm, n , p G 1 1 . Hence, the condition n ) m required herein represents1 1
 .an improvement on known results if m - 1 fast diffusion . On the other
hand, very little, beyond a result of Nanbu for the case a F 0; p, n , m G 1i
w x  .9 , appears to be known regarding the uniqueness of solutions for RDC
when N ) 1.
In future work, we plan to investigate necessary and sufficient conditions
 .for the unique solvability of RDC .
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